
2021 BEVERAGE OFFERINGS
RED WINE

TILIA, MALBEC

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Aromas of black cherries and plums are

accompanied by notes of violets and vanilla. On

the palate the wine is rich and full-bodied with

flavors of juicy blackberries, cranberries, and

black currants, followed by notes of vanilla and

sweet spice.

19 CRIMES, CABERNET SAUVIGNON

AUSTRALIA

Bright red to crimson hues, with intense lifted

vanilla aromatics balanced with red currants,

violets, and mulberry fruits. Firm and full on

the palate with a subtle sweetness giving a rich

mouth feel. The vanilla aromatics carry through

on the palate and compliment subtle flavors of

red currants, dark cherries, and chocolate. The

palate is filled with dark berry fruit and the

soft tannins provide a lingering finish.

MARK WEST, PINOT NOIR

CALIFORNIA

Medium-bodied with black cherry, cola,

strawberry, plum, and soft tannins.

BOGLE, MERLOT

CALIFORNIA

This garnet beauty shines with flavors of Bing

cherries, sassafras, and hints of pipe tobacco.

Twelve months aging in American Oak imparts

subtle accents of vanilla and baking spices,

culminating in a soft and silky wine.

WHITE WINE

MEZZACORONA, PINOT GRIGIO

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE, ITALY

A delightful Pinot Grigio to be enjoyed for its

aromatic crisp green apple, mineral and

honeysuckle notes.

MONKEY BAY, SAUVIGNON BLANC

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

Pale lemon with brilliant clarity. A vibrant

bouquet of ripe grapefruit, kiwi and pineapple

with a hint of freshly cut grass. A fresh, lively

approachable wine overflowing with grapefruit,

lemon and passion fruit and infused with a

delicate, herbaceous character.

BOGLE, CHARDONNAY

CALIFORNIA

Green apple and pear aromas classically

characterize this wine as Clarksburg, while

honeycomb and vanilla heighten the first

impression. The rich, round entry rolls into a

viscous and silky mouthfeel, surrounded by

Asian pears and Honeycrisp apples. The finish

lingers long and soft.



2021 BEVERAGE OFFERINGS
BEER

LOCAL CRAFT
YEE HAW IPA

YEE HAW KOLSCH

YEE HAW DUNKEL

HI-WIRE MOSAIC HI-PITCH

HI-WIRE HOP CIRCUS

SIERRA NEVADA PALE ALE

DOMESTIC
MILLER LITE

MICHELOB ULTRA

YUENGLING

IMPORT
STELLA ARTOIS

HEINEKEN

NON-ALCOHOLIC
BOTTLED WATER

SPARKLING WATER

SWEET TEA

UNSWEETENED TEA

COCA-COLA

DIET COKE

DR PEPPER

MOUNTAIN DEW

SPRITE

GINGER ALE

ROOT BEER

GATORADE


